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THE 1999 SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER SHOW
BOOKBINDING COMPETITION JUDGE'S REPORT

OME TWENTY-THREE ENTRIES were submit-
ted in this year's Bookbinding Competition at the
Sydney Royal Easter Show out of the 27 registered

applications, this number being considered satisfactory.
There was good representation in all classes of competi-
tion. All entries were of a high standard and it was evident
that entrants spent quite a lot of time and effort in their
achievements.

The majority of entrants were from NSW with one from
Victoria (2 entries) and one from ACT (3 entries). The
prize winners for the various classes are set out on the
next page.

The criteria for judging which I adopted is that a book
be constructed to operate as a book: that is, the book must
be easily opened without dragging some of the adjacent
pages over with the cover or springing back to the closed
position; that the book stands perfectly vertical on its head,
tail and foredge thus indicating that the boards are attached
correctly; and that the paper grain direction is parallel with
the spine (although some printed books do not follow this
convention but I do look at the endpapers). Other features
to observe are that covering materials are attached evenly
with no entrapped air bubbles; that the cover corners, joints
and squares are neatly done; that hand-sewn endbands are

also neat; and that the head caps have been set correctly.
Cleanliness is also considered, that is, there are no spilt
adhesive or finger marks or stains on the binding. (Fortu-
nately, no one was guilty of thosel) Boxes and slipcases
are intended to house the book so that there is no sloppi-
ness or tightness of fit, but not all entrants do submit these
with their books.

Design and decoration are other features considered in
judging; these ranging from simple unadorned bindings to
complex inlays and onlays, some of these being most in-
novative in their concept. All decoration related to the text
subject as was required. Some decorations appeared to be

extremely difficult in their execution, and unfortunately,
various discontinuities showed in the linework. Some
blocked titles did not take to the covering material thus
leaving 'holes' within some of the gilt lettering. I can under-
stand the anguish expressed by the respective entrants for
they would have been acutely aware of these deficiencies.

Some edge treatments were employed and were well
done. Endpapers were also skilfully employed. It was a

great pity that due to the constraints ofthe exhibitioncabinets
that endpaper designs could not be shown to advantage.

I made comments about all books which are intended
to be of assistance although I believed each entrant would
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be aware of faults creeping during binding. I realise that
nothing is more disappointing when a fault develops par-
ticularly at a late stage in the binding process which can be
so difficult to rectify. Happily, some entrants did submit
perfect fault-free bindings and it was a great pleasure to
have seen these books.

MOROCCO BOUND May 1999

I congratulate all prize winners in the various classes
of the bookbinding competition and also to thank every-
one for their interest in submitting entries for this year's
Show. I am hoping for a very good a roll up ofentries for
the Year 2000 Royal Easter Show.

John R Newland.
Judge,1999 RAS Show.

SYDNEY 1999 ROYAL EASTER SHOW RESULTS

PLACING CLASS 172 CLASS 173 CLASS 174

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Highly Commended
Highly Commended

No of Entrants

Mrs Beth Bond *

Mrs M J Hoare

Mrs Susy Braun
A F Ackhurst

Mrs R Jeffers-Palmer

l0 out of 12

Mrs J M Tonkin
Mrs E Upton
A F Ackhurst

Mrs Susy Braun
Mrs R Jeffers-Palmer

Toutof8

Mrs M J Hoare
D Heyink

Mrs J M Tonkin
L D Bond

6outofT

* Entry placed in the Standards of Excdllence showcase.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
SYDNEY. EASTER SHOW

A GAIN A SUCCESSFUL SHOW was held at the

A n"* RAS Showground at Homebush Bay for the
L lsecond time. The results appear elsewhere in this
Morocco Bound, with the Judge's overall comment.

What was most pleasing was the number of entries from
interstate and NSW country. We would like to see more of
these.

For the benefit of those who are unfamiliar with proce-
dure of entry, it is very simple. One does not have to be a
master binder to participate. From personal experience I
have gained much from the judge's comments on a piece
of work submitted, the judge usually leaves a comment
slip with the entry. In fact it often clarifies why a prize was
not forthcoming and is frequently a tribute to the sharp-
ness of observation of the said judge.

Any binder out there who wishes to try their hand has
only to let me know, at the NSW Guild, care of the Editor
of Morocco Boun"d.Whenthe RAS issues the Show Sched-
ule towards the end of the year, I shall be pleased to for-
ward the relevant documents to them.

The cost of entry was (for 1999) $15 for one or more
entries. Each exhibitor is permitted one (l) entry in each
section; there are three (3) sections. The work must have
been completed during the 18 months prior to the Show.

Photographs of the prize-winning entries are
shown on Page 16.

The sections are:
(l) General Bookbinding. Handsewn, multi-section case

or Bradel, sewn onto tapes or cords, not laced-in boards
or extra letterpress binding.

(2) Contemporary Design Binding. Any hand-bound
multi-section binding including laced-in boards, ex-
tra letterpress or library-style but excluding case bind-
ing. Must have a creative or innovative design and/or
structure and must function as a book.

(3) Any Form of Hand-bound Book. Adhesive or non-
adhesive structure. Materials and design must relate
to the content. Restricted to exhibitors who have not
won a first prize at any previous Sydney RAS Show.

There is a first prize of $25 for each section provided
by the RAS and special prizes in each section from various
booksellers and paper merchants as well as cash prizes and
a trophy from the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders.

One final suggestion is that prospective entrants start
giving the matter some thought and indeed effort as soon

as possible. Many a splendid entry has obviously been sub-
ject to great haste and near panic in the final stages of the
finishing process. A fact that never escapes the acute ob-
servation of a judge.

Should you wish to talk about an entry, my phone
number is (02) 9484 2941, most evenings and Sunday
mornings after 0800.

Lindsay Bond.
Hon Secretary,
NSW Guitd of Craft Bookbinders.
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CONSERVATION VERSUS RESTORATION .
ARE WE ALL CLEAR NOW?

Julian Bickersteth is highly distinguished in his field. He is Managing Director o/ International Conservation Services
Pty Ltd based in Sydney and is a regu!ar lecturer for ADFAS. Julian is currently Conservation Adviser to the National
Portrait Gallery during the restoration of its new home, Old Parliarnent House, Canberra. Julian's article appeared in
1998 issue o/ADFAS Bulletin artd is reprinted inMorocco Bound with the author's kind permission.

A S CONSERVATORS, we are regularly asked about
A the difference between conserttation and restor-

I I ation. Broadly speaking, Conservation involves
stabilisation of an artwork or a.rtefact in its currentcondition
to prevent further damage, whilst Restorationinvolves tak-
ing the artwork or artefact back to what it was originally
meant to look like. As professional conservators we are
governed by a Code of Ethics and a Code of Practice. The
definition of these, however, would appear to be confus-
ing the issue.

Conservation: all actions aimed at safeguarding of cul-
tural property for the future. The purpose of conservation
is to study, record, retain and restore the culturally
significant qualities of the object with the least possible
intervention. Conservation can involve the following
examination, documentation, preventative conservation,
preservation, restoration and preservation.

The current perception is that generally art galleries,
museums and libraries conserve their collections and
dealers and collectors restore their works. Michael Reid,
writing in the Weekend Austalian on 16 May 1998, rein-
forced this point in an excellent article on the impact of
conservation/restoration on an artwork's value.

The problem largely lies in the different nuances to the
word restoration which can mean anything from the full-
blown renewal of an artwork to any conservation treatment
beyond stabilisation. Indeed in continental Europe, con-
servators are referred to as restorers.

Prior to the establishment of conservation as a scien-
tific discipline in the 1930s, artworks were largely
'restored' by artiss. This had definite benefits when things
did not go entirely according to plan. From the 1860s an

interesting account survives of a London restorer owning-
up to a bit of a disaster. Apparently one of Velasquez' major
paintings, whilst being relined (i.e. having a new canvas
adhered to its back) suffered too great a degree of heat to
its back, resulting in the paint blistering and the canvas
being laid bare, leaving an area the size of a sheet of fools-
cap completely bare in the centre of the painting. With no
photographic record to go by, the restorer made up what
looked to be a suitable group of figures and returned the
painting to the owner, who apparently never became aware
of the misfortunes that had befallen his beloved Velasquez.

Taking a slightly different approach to restoration,
according to a report in The Sydney Morning Herald on

13 June 1998, the Elgin marbles, the Parthenon sculp-
tures still controversially housed in the British Museum,
were irreparably damaged by over-cleaning 60 years ago.
Apparently an overzealous peer, one Lord Duveen, a mil-
lionarre art dealer, had ordered workers to spruce-up the

marbles prior to their going on display in a new gallery he

was financing. He did not like the honey-coloured patina
and mistakenly believed that classical statues were origi-
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nally white. It is now broadly accepted that they were
brightly painted.

It was largely in response to these disasters that the
conservation profession came about. However, the trans-
formation to the cautious approach we now take was not
instantaneous. As late as the 1950s, a lecturer on one of
the principal Italian conservation courses worrid begin his
course by pouring alcohol over the surface of an old mas-
ter and then sefting fire to it, to the astonishment of his
students, before dousing the flames and removing the
softened varnish at the critical moment. A conservation
technique not for the fainthearted, and one must wonder
how many of his students in trying this technique were
left with a pile of ashes, rather than a cleaner painting.

The answer is that in the course of our work we both
conserve and restore works. But when we restore, we do
so within very definite parameters. This includes docu-
menting our work, ensuring wherever possible that we use
reversible materials, and being as certain as we can that
we are taking the work back to a known earlier state. Thus
for instance, the cleaning of a painting, which involves
the removal of a darkened varnish is technically restora-
tion, not conservation, as we are not conserving the paint-
ing in its current state, but taking it back to a known earlier
state. This in itself is a topic not without controversy, as

there was long-held view that the old masters intended
the varnish to darken on their paintings.

Likewise the cleaning of brass inlaid furniture poses
problems. The intent of brass inlay was always to provide
a strong contrast with the timber into which it was set.
However over the years, it tarnishes and the colour tends
to merge with the surrounding timber. Cleaning the brass
in itself causes minor damage, but once cleaned we can
now seal it (with a reversible coating) to ensure that the
contrast remains.

In some ways we have not advanced much since Lord
Duveen's disastrous instruction, in terms of resolution on
the aesthetic rights and wrongs of interventionist restora-
tion techniques (witnessing the continuing debate over the
cleaning of the Sistine Chapel). Where however we have
advanced is a far greater knowledge of the history of art
and the original techniques utilised, a far greater under-
standing of the scientific nature and deterioration of
materials, and a strong system of codes of practice and
ethics ensuring treatment parameters and an open ex-
change of information between conseryators.

ln Relics from the Titanic (Morocco Bound, Vol l9 No 4),
it was stated that Howard Irwin and Henry Sutehall both per-
ished in the l9l2 disaster. From information since received,
Mr Sutehall was 'curiously' delayed and missed the Titan-
lc's departure from Southhampton. His nrune was also not
recorded on the passenger manifest; he died in 1954.
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I'\ EPLACING BOARDS on old leather bound books
l1| ir a frequent task, and the problem is often exacer_
I\Uut"a because the boards w-ere not soundly secured
in the first place. The following methods refer to books
with tight English joints, sewn on sunk cords, and not to
case bindings.

These books are usually sewn on three or four cords
which are laced into the boards before covering with leather,
with tipped-on endpapers which may have been cloth
jointed. When the leather cracks in the joints, the endpa-
pers also crack and the boards are then held only by the
cords, and it is not long before they too break and the boards
separate from the book. By this time, the headcaps are usu-
ally severely damaged, as are the headbands, if they are
still there. The spine is either tight, that is, stuck straight
onto the backbone of the book, or part of a paper tube spine,
in which case the leather is frequently missing.

In restoration, one should reproduce the original meth-
ods and materials as closely as possible, unless they are
fundamentally weak, and with as little interference with
the remaining book as possible. When the sunk cords have
broken off, repairing them could create too much distur-
bance to the remaining spine, so alternative methods can
be used.

Whichever method is used, the backbone should have
all materials removed including linings and headbands,
which may be able to be reused. If the book had a tube
spine, the removal can be done by 'buttering' the backwith
thick flour paste, leaving it until the paper andanimal glue
have softened, then scraping them off with a bone folder.
This operation may have to be repeated to remove all the
linings.

If the spine is a tight one, there can be lots of problems
in removing it without damage. Refer to Bernard
Middleton's R estoration of Leather Bindings for details on
how to do this.

Having reached the original backbone, it is a good idea
to reback, that is, sharpen up the shoulders, making sure

Flgure 1

they are the same height as the
board thickness and are uniform
and equal on both sides ofthe book.
(See Figure 1).

The next step is to attend to the
headbands - replace them with
whatever was there before - by
sewing on new ones, or gluing on
stuck-on headbands. Whatever
they are, they should be stiff, vel-

lum./leather or string or cane for the stuck-on ones, and

they should just about come up to the top of the squares

because the headcaps need them for support.
After this, one of the following methods can be used to

replace the boards:-

A. SPLIT BOARDS
This method is best if the boards are fairly thick and will
separate easily. Hold the board in a lying press and with a

sharp knife scribe a line down the centre of the board edge.

Go over this line with increased pressure on the knife until

MOROCCO BOUND

REPLACEMENT OF BOARDS
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a good split is obtained in the board:
about 30mm ( See Figure 2). There
will be extra resistance as the knife
cuts through the pieces of laced-in
cords, so cut cautiously as the knife
could easily penetrate the board.

Cut a piece ofjaconette an inch
longer than the boards at each end and
wide enough to go into the split and
cover half the backbone. If the book
is thin, thejaconette can go across to
the other shoulder. Lever the split boards apart gently so
that there is a uniform trough along the length. Make up
some fairly thin PVA and put it into the trough either with
a brush or, preferably, a coarse hypodermic syringe. Close
up the trough momentarily to distribute the PVA evenly,
open it up again and, holding the ends, gently work the
jaconette into it for about 20mm. Close the trough, wipe
off any surplus glue that oozes out and give it a good hard
nip. Take it out of the press after a minute, wipe off any
other surplus glue and dry under heavy pressure for at least
an hour. When it is dry, trim the surplus jaconette at each
end back to the boards.

The boards should be prepared for the new leather
before they are put back on
the book. The old leather
must be raised to accom-
modate the edge of the
new, but not on the edge
of the board where it
would make an obvious
step. Instead, if possible,
select a blind or gold tooled

Flgure 3
line 3-5mm from the edge
(Figure 3) and make a cut
with a lifting knife at as

low an angle as possible (Figure 4). A lifting knife can be
made from a power hacksaw blade with the bevel going in

Jaconette

the opposite direc-
tion to that on a

paring knife (see
Bernard Middleton
again).

It should be
very sharp, and the
point kept sharp too
(Figure 5) Once the

Figure 4

old leather has been cut through, it is usually easy to lift it
from the board for 30-40mm, or up to the next pronounced

tooled line. If the leather on the
shoulder edge of the board is rag-
ged, with bits missing, it should be
removed and replaced with a piece
of card exactly the same thickness
as the old leather with its edge in
line with the feathered edge of the
old leather (Figure 6).

Put the board back in the lying
press, fold the jaconette outwards

Figure 2

_1
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over the thickness and
glue into position. Rub
down firmly. Allow for
some play in the joint by
gluing on three spacers
made from lmm card,
exactly the thickness of

MOROCCO BOUND

Jaconette

Figure 6

the board (Figures 7 and 8). These
will be rerrioved later. The boards
are now ready.

Put the boards in position on the
book, ensuring that the front board
is at the front, butt them up firmly
to the shoulder and make sure the
head and tail squares are even and
are both slightly larger than the
headbands. This is the point at
which errors can be corrected. Later
on, it is too late!

A conscientious restorer will
glue the jaconette to the backbone

Figure 7

with hot animal glue or re-
versible PVA, nomatter what
is used for the rest ofthe lin-
ings, so brush the adhesive on
well and smooth thejaconette
strips down, tearing them to
size so that they just overlap
at the centre. This is then the
basis for all the other linings
(scrim is not necessary), tube
spine, stiffeners, leather etc. (Figure 9).

B. SEWN.INJOINT
This is most effective where an exposed cloth-jointed end-
paper effect is needed, though it can be used with sewn-in
jaconette which is subsequently covered by a plain end-
paper. It is particularly useful where there are several loose
sheets at the front or the back, but where guarding them
back into sections and re-sewing is not warranted. In this
case, tip all the loose pages back into position, make up a
new flyleaf and fold up the shoulder edge. Glue it to the
shoulder.

Take some thin but strong bookcloth of a suitable colour
(this is for the 'exposed' joint), about 50mm wide and the

length ofthe book. Fold up the shoulder edge and glue it to
the shoulder so that the coloured surface is face down (Fig-
ure l0). Mark off 15mm intervals along the base of the

May 1999

shoulder (Figure 1 l).
From the first of these marks make a hole right through

the shoulder. This is easiest to do with a fine
awl or pin-vice holding a thickish bookbind-
ing needle. Take a length of thin, strong
thread (2-core linen is good) thread each end
through needles and weave it along the shoul-
der, making holes as you go. Pull the thread
firm and tie a knot at the end. Do the same on
the other side. After all this work on the shoul-
ders, it is a good idea to reback them, just to
make sure they are crisp and square.
The backbone can now be completed by

gluing on scrim, using animal glue or revers-
ible PVA followed by the other linings and/or tube. The
boards are prepared for the new leather as before, without
the split and the jaconette, lifting the old leather of the
boards and gluing spacers onto the edge.

After the leather has been put on the spine (to be
described in a later article), pasted under the old board
leather and well dried, the boards are fully opened. The
spacers are removed and the joint cloth is glued, turned
back over itself and glued to the board. The overlap is
covered by the pastedown, leaving about 3mm at the edge
of the board (Figure l2).

Pastedown

Board

Leather -/

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.

(I)p
o
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THE ENDPAPER STORY
PART 2

ACHINE-MADE PAPERS should have rhe
folded grain direction formed parallel to the
spine. Unfortunately this type of paper, due to

its manufacture, has a greater folding strength against the
grain direction. The decision to adopt the golden rule to
fold machine-made papers with the grain was made by
weighing the advantages against the disadvantages - folding
against the grain lost the battle! The vital folding area in a
better designed endpaper can be compensated for the fold-
ing strength deficiency.

I have, on several occasions, been placed in a difficult
position by having to make and use endpapers folded
against the grain. This was made possible by the quality
and type ofpaper and being able to control the reaction to
moisture. Handmade papers are generally superior in qual-
ity (and price) and have no grain direction. Conservation
grade papers are preferable provided acid migration from
adjoining materials is also considered.

There are other materials used in endpaperconstruction,
such as leather and cloth. Their quality and characteristics
should be considered in the manner in which they are in-
tended to be used and their contribution to the endpaper
function,

It is advisable to check a printed, coloured or decor-
ated sheet for set-off or offset (i.e. the image or colour
transferring to an adjoining leaf). Moisture and pressure
may cause this to occur. The problem may be avoided by
inserting a waste sheet between the affected leaves during
binding and for a stabilizing period after binding.

To conclude this introduction to a very interesting
subject -

The basic rule for attaching an endpaper is to en-
sure that they are attached level and parallel with
the spine. Should they be attached short ofthe spine
you build into the binding a self-destruct element.

If the attachment is made by an adhesive, the tipping width
of adhesive is related in size to the spine joint width.

When opening a book I always like to see a tipped-on
leaf prefolded at the edge of tipped area as it shows the
binder has checked the tipping width and ensured its
adhesion. It also allows the reader to turn the leaf more
easily. These may appear to be small points of technique:
however, for the time involved, it is worth the effort.

A superior method of endpaper attachment is to com-
bine the endpapers into the text by sewing. The sewing,
where possible, should be made in a position where it is
least noticeable. Some simple diagrams provide you with
a basic set of endpaper types. It is suggest you reread Part
1 to orientate your thinking when looking at the single
folded leaf diagrams. For example, I made some comments
on the use of a waste leaf (see Figure 10). The waste leaf
plays no part in the completed binding; however, it can be
used to advantage in several other ways. The small tipped
portion that remains after detachment can be designed to
reinforce the endpaper fold.

The endpaper illustrated in Figure 1 is the one most
commonly used in bookbinding. It can be produced and
attached automatically by very productive equipment in

an economy conscious industry. The remaining endpapers,
which are by no means complete, are more specific and
relate to function and effect. Figure 2 is the endpaper gen-
erally used for binding single leaves. Figure 6 is a basic
endpaper for single section binding. The interesting end-
papers deserving a second look are Figures 4,i and9.

A greater appreciation of the importance of endpaper
selection will become evident if you take the time to
examine the results of endpaper failure in well used books.

MADE ENDPAPERS.
The Endpaper Story concludes with 'made' endpapers. The
term made is a general one. It means endpapers compris-
ing more than a single folded leaf and includes extra
material to improve the overall structure and appearance.
The choice of a particular type of endpaper is governed by
the binding style. It also involves a preference usually
established by experience and knowledge ofthe results that
can be expected.

Appearance is influenced by the selection of paper,
fabric, leather, colour and art work. The traditional
adhesive for en"dpaper construction is paste.

A sewn attachment for a made endpaper is mandatory
for craft binding. The tipped portion of an endpaper,
mentioned previously, should relate to joint width. On com-
pletion ofthe binding the fly leaf should be folded back at
the tip to check adhesion and to help the leaf turn without
stress.

I have recommended a reference set of endpapers be
made to help with the selection of an endpaper for a
particular binding style. A visual example of an intended
endpaper can also provide a practical starting point on
which to build the creative element.

The accompanying diagrams of made endpapers are
by no means complete. Some have an interesting historical
background and to supplement the brief notes I recom-
mend you begin by referring to both of Bernard Middleton's
excellent book and Eric Burdett's Tfte Craft ofBookbinding.

Variations to the construction can be incorporated to
suit binding requirements. For example, there are bind-
ings such as account ledgers and library bindings where
strength, not appearance, is the prime factor. Sewing in
the visual position between the board and first fly leaf, as

indicated in Figure 6, is acceptable but not always desir-
able for library binding. In bindings where appearance is
also a consideration, sewing should occur in a position
where it is least noticeable and where it can be satisfactorily
accommodated. A general rule observed in binding, which
not only applies to endpapers, is never sew a single folded
leafunless additional reinforcement is provided at thefold.

Figure 1l shows a standard trade endpaper commonly
called a 'thick and thin'. The board leaf and first fly leaf
combination is folded from a heavier paper stock than the
waste second fly leaf. Hence the term 'thick and thin' A
problem occurs when this endpaper, as with others, is in-
advertently attached with the waste leaf facing the text. It
is therefore always advisable to check attachment. A good
practice is to lightly mark the waste leaf for identification.

Figure 12 endpaper has the advantage of being sewn
and observes the previously mentioned general sewing rule.

t4
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The fourth fly leaf, if not required, can be
detached provided a portion of the tipped
waste leaf remains to support the sewing.

Figure I 3 endpaper uses a coloured board
and first fly leaf. By mounting the coloured
fly leaf to the adjoining white leaf, itcomplies
with a previous rule: 'it is not considered good
technique for a coloured verso page to face a

white recto page'.
Figures 14 and 15 show endpapers which

permit the board leaf to be glued and posi-
tioned on the coverboard separately. The
cloth, or leather, joint contributes to the
strength and appearance. Figure 15 uses a
coloured board and first fly leaf. By taking
the waste leaf, as a variation, around the
second fly leaf, the endpaper is improved
because it can thus be sewn. It is not unusual
for the cloth joint to be trimmed to width when
glued to the coverboard and prior to attach-
ing the board leaf.

Figures 16 and 17 are strong endpapers
and are usually associated with library and
account ledger binding. The uneven cloth
width between board and first fly leaf is to
compensate visually for the space taken up
by the joint width and board thickness. The
waste leaf is used to help form a tongue for
split board attachment and therefore is not de-
tached. Figure l7 is the standard account
ledger endpaper and sewing occurs through
the cloth joint. The alternative sewingposition
indicated should be considered in bindings
other than an account ledger.

Figure I 8 is a particularly interesting end-
paper. The value is in its unobtrusive but
strong construction in contrast to that demon-
strated by the previous two endpapermethods.
It allows coloured stock to be used for the
board and fly leaves. The small exposed cloth,
or leather, joint need not be made such a visual
feature on opening the cover.

Figures 19,20 and 2l are the zig-zag or
concertina fold endpapers which are designed
to minimise the drag on adjoining leaves when
the cover is opened. Much has been written
and debated on the merits of this type of
endpaper. My only comment is that I once
observed a variation where the zig-zag fold
was made in the area between the board and
first fly leaf. I suspect it may have been a con-
fused interpretation of a text book diagram.

I conclude by repeating that the impor-
tance of end-papers and their contribution to
the success of a binding are usually under-
estimated. Commercial bookbinders may have
an excuse for the inferior quality and small
range of endpapers they use. Their limiting
factors are theeconomics of time, material and
equipment. The only excuse for craft binders
is their lack of knowled,e,"oil"iliiilr.

Forestville, NSW.
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Class 173

Right: Clarke: For the Term of His
Natural Life. Joy Tonkin (First)

Centre: The Hunter Sketch Book.
Patricia Upton (Second)

Left: Huxley: Those Baruen
Leaves. Arthur Ackhurst (Third)

U/Left: Toulouse-Lautrec.
Susy Braun (H Comm)

U/Right: Stationery Note Book.
Rosemary Jeffers-Palmer
(Highly Commended)

MOROCCO BOUND May 1999

THE 1999 RAS EASTER SHOW
BOOKBINDING COMPETITION

Class 172
Left:

Centre:

Right:

U/Left:

U/Right:

Headbands. How to Work Them.

Beth Bond (First)
The Complete lllustrated Guide to
Fisft. Melissa Hoare (Second)
The Water Nymph and the Bay.
Susy Braun (Third)
Lithere Life Took on Meaning.
Arthur Ackhurst (H Commended)
Small Bible.
Rosemary Jeffers-Palmer
(Highly Commended)

Class 174
Centre: Elements of Farrier Science.

Melissa Hoare (First)
Right: Leatherworkers' Guild Newsletters.

Dirk Heyink (Second)
Left: O'Connor: The Great Forest.

Joy Tonkin (Third)
Upper: Dutton: Australia's Last Explorer.

Lindsay Bond (Highly Commended)

Allphotos:JRNewland.
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